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About This Game

Hyper Bounce Blast is a stomach-churning retro shooter blended with classic platforming action. Bounce, shoot and dodge to
survive the ever-increasing enemy attack. Bring it on!

Use the unique bounce multiplier system to maximise power-ups, build your hyper and survive the onslaught! Featuring a
fantastic soundtrack produced by electronic musician Quantum Firefly.

Features

Bouncing keeps you invulnerable to bullets, so stay away from that floor!

Totally unique gameplay mixing twin-stick shooting with bouncy platforming action.

Dodge a ton of bullets, lasers, Tesla coils and buzzsaws to survive.

Online Leaderboards

6 Modes of play, including Arcade, Time Rush and Tournament mode.

A very classic bonus round.
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Full Steam Controller integration, plus Xbox 360 controller, keyboard and mouse support.
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Title: Hyper Bounce Blast
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Flump Studios
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 27 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and above

Processor: 1.8 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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hyper bounce blast

great game but needs a higher Net cap and more parts But besides that its very addictive even when u figure out the way to get
to the 6 grand cap def 10/10 :D. its just boring and bugged i get its early acces but its soooo boring to wait to more like a click
and wait game and sadly i dont like thatyou might say its just my type of game but even for a click and wait game its
amazngly♥♥♥♥♥♥:). VR is a must.
HOTAS is a must.
Mercy is optional.. *Before starting the game.(To myself) This looks like a fun game, i get to raise my own little gryphon.
(10Minutes into the game) I want to kill all these Fledglings.
(After getting an egg) This is mine, there is many like it but this is mine!
(After hatching) Omg Omg Omg Omg. SO ADDORABLE, You shall be called Stormspark, my Precious.
(Rougly 15 minutes later) I don't need to highborn bastards, just me and Stormspark together forever.
(Last 2 minutes) I died sacrificing myself to protect Stormspark and my Lover from a Drake.

(End note) I now have more emotional trauma never knowing if Stormspark or my lover got away........... I am sad now :(

9.5\/10 Highly recomended. I got this game for .49cents, but it is totally worth the full dollar! Check out my short gameplay
here!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFW6QqnbHGg. meh its alright. Addictive Game! MUST BUY!@. Basically what you are
getting are premade buildings. If you tried to make your own buildings out of the tilesets provided you would be severly limited
as there are very few intermedate blocks to allow for extension. The quality is good and they are nice looking tiles that i feel
mesh well with the standard tiles but wasn't what i expected.
If you are looking for tiles to make your own buildings this is NOT the dlc for you. If you just want the buildings premade and
ready to go, then go ahead and get this dlc. though i recommend getting it on sale. there isn't much to this dlc.
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A simple fantasy-themed card fighting game based loosely on poker.

It's debatable how much tactical depth there is here, and how much 'role playing' there is on offer. Maybe one to avoid if you're
after something with real depth.

Nevertheless it does possess just enough of something to keep my attention. As a simple/casual game to de-stress to it ticks the
box.. This game had alot of promise, but unfortunatly its been almost a half year since the last update. Gameplay was promising,
but as it stands the most entertaining part is a tiny sandbox level where you play with spawning Zs in crowds of people.
Admittedly that can be a fun little toy to play with, but definatly not worth the current price considering it seems to be
abandoned. Interesting tech demo

(Sidenote: The fact that it's a "seated experience" but required my character to walk around gave me serious nausea.). Really
stress free game. Snow Fortress was suprisingly challenging and a lot of fun to play! I'll be excited to see where they go with this
game.

Watch as I totally get my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665kicked by some seriously
bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665snowmen: https:\/\/youtu.be\/TBT9doJ7Z3U. So... I picked this game up again recently,
and decided to be a jerk and get everyone killed off. Somehow ended up getting an achievement for still having everyone alive
at the end of the story in spite of my efforts.

I failed at failing.

There's a handful of spots where taking just the right option can lead to weird disconnects between events (like when I cut the
enemy's arm off, removing their monosaber with my plasma cutter, then have to be careful because my chain knife I'm not
using isn't a match for the monosaber they don't have any more), but even with those rare moments, the writing is pretty good,
and every path through the story is interesting and unique.

If you're looking for something other than a choose your own adventure novel you can play on your PC, then you're definitely
looking in the wrong place, but if you like those stories, and want one with giant robots, this is a great story and it works well.. I
first discovered the original Cuban Missile Crisis as a Blitzkrieg fan back sometime around 2006 or 2007. It was only on Cyber
Monday of 2015, nearly a decade later, that I discovered the Ice Crusade expansion pack. So I bought this and got back into the
old groove. It was just like I remembered. I had to smile that even in the expansion pack, the enemy still has a prediliction for
trying to take back radar installations. I never understood why they did that, but they still do it in Ice Crusade.
If you are thinking of getting this but haven't played the original Cuban Missile Crisis: The Aftermath, play that before getting
this.
Also, if you were wondering, the entire campaign isn't played on ice. The first chapter is desert, with those annoying windstorms
that could kill your guys, but were also useful, because they could kill exposed enemy troops and then show their location, even
if your troops hadn't seen them before.
This game lived up to exactly what it was supposed to be: an expansion pack for those who couldn't get enough Cuban Missile
Crisis and a classic Blitzkrieg engine game.. level 10-5 is literally called "i'm sorry."

you'll find out why.

9/10 would destroy up arrow key again. Not my kind of game. It's basically a last stand kind of game with multiple missions in a
mission (don't ask). So you keep a button pressed and run around. It's no fun whatsoever.

[Rating: 62\/100]. fun game but only 1 side quest and 3h of playtime

Atari 2600 version of Horizon Shift:
Hi all,

After finishing work on Horizon Shift '81, the only logical next step was to work on an Atari 2600 version of Horizon Shift :)
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Here's a little bit of footage.

https://youtu.be/2WjgdyP-xWM

The ROM will be made available with the release of Horizon Shfit '81 on the Nintendo Switch.

I'm also looking at doing a limited run of Physical copies, but not 100% sure that's feasible yet.. Announcing Horizon Shift
'81 for the Nintendo Switch:
Hi Guys,

I'm happy to share with you the official trailer for Horizon Shfit '81 on the Nintendo Switch.

https://youtu.be/DaKhkTYu5UM

Let me know what you think :). Horizon Shift '81 is only 4 days away!:
The sequel to the 2015 TIGA award nominatied shooter, Horizon Shift launches on the 20th of December on the Nintendo
Switch!

Horizon Shift ’81 is my love letter to all my favourite 80’s arcade games. A mishmash or remix of all the games I was obsessed
with as a kid – Galaga, Asteroid, Tempest, Defender Missile Command to name a few. My goal was always to reproduce the
excitement I remember feeling, playing those games in my local fish and chip shop, or on the rare occasions I was able to visit
an actual Arcade.

Here's the offical trailer if you missed it
https://youtu.be/DaKhkTYu5UM

For more details check out the Flump Studios website here http://www.flumpstudios.co.uk/

. Online Leaderboards now live...It's on!!!:
The online leaderboards for Hyper Bounce Blast are now live.

There's already some pretty impressive score being posted so...GOOD LUCK!!
. 'Galahad and the Far-Off Horizon' Kickstarter is now LIVE!:
The artist who worked on the Hyper Bounce Blast cover has got a kickstarter going for his new comic, and it looks friggin'
awesome!

Back here
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/115785522/galahad-and-the-far-off-horizon?token=49361879. Horizon Shift '81 is
NOW available on the NIntendo Switch!:
Hi All,

Horizon Shift '81 is now available for purchase on the Nintendo Switch eShop!

Here's the trailer: 
https://youtu.be/Z_FAM8zk-u0

And here's a little bit about the game

Horizon Shift '81 is an explosive wave based, single screen, retro shooter.
Do what it takes to protect your horizon from the ever encroaching enemy attack!
Jump, Shoot, Dash and Flip your way through over 36 intense stages.
Horizon Shift '81 is the sequel to the TIGA award nominated shooter, Horizon Shift.
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There's more info on my website [www.flumpstudios.co.uk]

Thanks guys :)
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